IT HAS BEEN ALMOST 20 YEARS
since a paper published in the Lancet gave birth to
the notion that vaccines caused autism. Since then,
more than two dozen studies have refuted the
claim, and the original paper has been retracted.
For the most part, the money and time devoted to studying the vaccine-autism hypothesis have been worth it. First, media outlets no
longer carry this story under the false mantra of
balance, telling two sides when only one is supported by the science. Now the story is one of a
?0 7"'5 disproved claim proposed by a discredited doctor. Second, most parents no longer believe that
vaccines cause autism. A recent study showed that 85 percent of parents of children with autism do not believe that vaccines were the cause.
Unfortunately, despite the mountain of evidence refuting the
association, a small group of parents still believe that vaccines might
cause autism. Their failure to vaccinate their children not only endangers the children but also weakens the “herd immunity” that
keeps disease outbreaks contained. There are several plausible reasons why they feel this way.
One possibility is that the cause or causes of autism remain un§´¹Ā´ïy åD®y åïùDï¹´ ïDï DÈÈ¨ym ï¹ mDUyïyå ´ ïy À~ĈĈåj
when no one knew what caused it or how to treat it. At the time, peoÈ¨yÈà¹È¹åymDÿDàyïĂ¹`àDĆĂ`DùåyåD´myà¹``ùàyåÎ5y´j´Àµ÷Àj
Frederick Banting and Charles Best discovered insulin, and all these
false beliefs melted away. Until a clear cause and cure for autism
emerge, the vaccine hypothesis will be hard to put completely to rest.
Another possibility is that the notion that vaccines cause autism
is comforting—certainly far more comforting than studies that have
shown a genetic basis. If autism is caused by events occurring outside the womb, then parents can exercise some form of control. If
the disorder is genetic, there is no control.
´myÿyàĂ¹´y¨¹ÿyåDU¹yĂ®D´Îïå´`yï¹UyDU¨yï¹È¹´ïD´yà
at an evil force causing autism, especially if it is big pharma or big government. Conspiracy theorists argue that the only reason studies have
shown that vaccines do not cause autism is that a vast international conspiracy is hiding the truth. Although only a small group of parents hold
this belief, their voices are disproportionally represented on the Internet.
Finally, parents of children with autism often perceive them as
myÿy¨¹È´´¹à®D¨¨ĂùÈï¹DU¹ùïÀ÷®¹´ïå¹DyÎ5y´jDïyàày
ceiving a series of vaccines, the child misses speech, language, behavior and communication milestones typically seen in the second
year of life. In fact, several studies examining videotapes taken in the
àåïĂyDà¹¨yå¹ĀïDïïyåy`¨mày´Āyày´¹ïmyÿy¨¹È´´¹àmally. But from the parents’ perspective, they were.
The most encouraging aspect of the vaccine-autism controversy
DåUyy´ïyy®yày´`y¹D`Dmy®`åj`¨´`D´åjÈùU¨`yD¨ï¹cials and parents who have taken to the Internet, the airways and the
print media to represent the science that has exonerated vaccines.
As a consequence, the tide has turned. We now hear the voices of
parents who are angry that other parents, by choosing not to vaccinate, have put all children at risk.
This societal outcry in favor of vaccines was made all the more
®®ymDïyUĂïy÷ĈÀ®yDå¨yå¹ùïUàyD§jĀ`UyD´Dïïyå´yĂ
theme park in southern California and spread to 189 people, mostly
`¨mày´j ´ ÷ åïDïyå D´m ïy åïà`ï ¹ ¹¨ù®UDÎ 7´¹àïù´Dïy¨Ăj
nothing educates better than the virus. Invariably, it is the children
Ā¹åùyà¹ùà´¹àD´`yÎ
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CRIME SEEN—Or rather, not seen. Criminal activity does not increase during the full moon.
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But despite a handful of suspicious-looking studies, most research says the idea is lunacy.
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RATATOUILLE—Treatso in humans. Animal tests
hear that a cure based on

